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India has simultaneously been described as the “Land of Prayers”, the “Land of Mystery” and “Land of Contrasts,” all apt named descriptions of a nation that 
prompted Queen Mary to declare, “When I die, India will be found engraved on my heart.” The country’s vast geography, long history and diverse culture has 
fascinated and inspired inquisitive minds, writers and artists for decades. The rich cuisine, religious architecture and natural beauty are tempered by poverty, pollution 
and over-population. Visiting India is an undertaking for all five senses that keeps many travelers returning again and again. 
Natural and manmade wonders combine to offer unique experiences hiking the Himalayan hills or cruising the backwaters of coastal Kerala by boat. India’s long past 
is inscribed all over the countryside in the form of UNESCO World Heritage listed temples, painted caves and medieval forts. India also boasts some of the world’s 
leading architectural wonders such as the iconic Taj Mahal and the flower-shaped Lotus Temple. Their land and marine reserves are home to a diverse range of 
fascinating creatures including tigers, elephants and whale sharks. 
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H o w  t o 
get there? 
 
Chhatrapati Shivaji 
International Airport in 
Mumbai i s India’s 
largest international air 
h u b . T h e m a s s i v e 
airport has 6 terminals. 
 
I n d i r a  G a n d h i 
International Airport 
(DEL) in Delhi is the 
busiest in India for 
combined domestic and 
international travel. 
 
Bengaluru International 
A i r p o r t ( B L R ) i n 
Bangalore is another 
major point of entry for 
international visitors. 
Almost 30 airlines fly 
o u t o f t h e s i n g l e 
terminal, connecting to 
d o m e s t i c  a n d 
i n t e r n a t i o n a l 
destinations.  
 
R a j i v  G a n d h i 
International Airport 
(HYD) is the main 
gateway for visitors 
arriving in India at 
Hyderabad.  
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What to do ın 
Indıa? 
 
India’s incredible landmass naturally 
lends itself to a wide variety of things to 
do, some of which are not for the faint-
hearted. Hiking and cycling require 
good fitness, while paragliding 
demands fearlessness. Less strenuous 
activities such as cruising the Kerala 
Backwaters are suitable for everyone 
and offer one of the most unique 
experiences in India. Of course, no visit 
to the country would be complete 
without a nod to the sacred elephants 
and tigers that help make the place 
special at one of the many nature 
reserves, such as Corbett National Park. 
And of course, the postcard perfect shot 
of the Taj Mahal. 
•   Enjoy the symmetry of the world-

famous Taj Mahal 
•   See the award winning architecture 

of the lotus-shaped Baha’i House of 
Worship 

•   Cruise the Kerala backwaters 
•   Relax on the white sandy beaches at 

Goa 
•   Step back in time at the mysterious 

cave temples of Ajanta 
•   Spot tigers and wildlife at Corbett 

National Park 
•   Marvel at the Golconda fort 
•   Trek around the waterfalls and 

forests of the hill stations in Tamil 
Naidu 
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Delhı 
Delhi is a city where time travel is feasible. Step aboard your time machine (the sleek and efficient metro) and you can go from Old Delhi, where 
labourers haul sacks of spices and jewellers weigh gold on dusty scales, to modern New Delhi, with its colonial-era parliament buildings and 
penchant for high tea. Then on to the future: Gurgaon, a satellite city of skyscraping offices and glitzy malls. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Baha’ı House of Worshıp (Lotus Temple) 
New Delhi is home to the distinctive Baha’i House of Worship, also known as the Lotus Temple. Designed by Iranian architect Fariborz Sahba 
and completed in 1986, the beautiful nine-sided temple consists of 27 marble-clad petals arranged in threes to form a lotus flower, set on 26-
acres with nine ponds. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Red Fort 
Named for its red sandstone walls, the Red Fort was constructed in 1638 for Shah Jahan, the fifth Mughal Emperor of India. The World 
Heritage site is the largest monument in Old Delhi and is noted for its many buildings inside the complex such as the impressive red stone 
colonnades and the private pavilion apartments connected by the Stream of Paradise. Other notable sites include the Drum House, public 
audience hall, white marble private audience hall, Pearl Mosque, and the royal baths. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Humayun’s Tomb 
Humayun’s tomb is sublimely well proportioned, seeming to float above its symmetrical gardens. It's thought to have inspired the Taj Mahal, 
which it predates by 60 years. Constructed for the Mughal emperor in the mid-16th century by Haji Begum, Humayun's Persian-born wife, the 
tomb marries Persian and Mughal elements, with restrained decoration enhancing the architecture. The arched facade is inlaid with bands of 
white marble and red sandstone, and the building follows strict rules of Islamic geometry, with an emphasis on the number eight 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Qutb Mınar Complex 
f you only have time to visit just one of Delhi's ancient ruins, make it this. The first monuments here were erected by the sultans of Mehrauli, 
and subsequent rulers expanded on their work, hiring the finest craftsmen and artisans to set in stone the triumph of Muslim rule. The Qutb 
Festival of Indian classical music and dance takes place here every October/November. To reach the complex, take the metro to Qutab Minar 
station, then take an autorickshaw for the 1km to the ruins. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Chandnı Chowk 
Old Delhi’s main drag is lined by Jain, Hindu and Sikh temples, plus a church, with the Fatehpuri Masjid at one end. Tree-lined and elegant in 
Mughal times, the thoroughfare is now mind-bendingly chaotic, with tiny little ancient bazaars tentacling off it. In the Mughal era, Chandni 
Chowk centred on a pool that reflected the moon, hence the name, 'moonlight place'. The main street is almost impossible to cross, full as it is 
of cars, hawkers, motorcycles, rickshaws and porters. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Jaısalmer 
The fort of Jaisalmer is a breathtaking sight: a massive sandcastle rising from the sandy plains like a mirage from a bygone era. No place better 
evokes exotic camel-train trade routes and desert mystery. Ninety-nine bastions encircle the fort’s still-inhabited twisting lanes. Inside are shops 
swaddled in bright embroideries, a royal palace and numerous businesses looking for your tourist rupee. Despite the commercialism, it’s hard 
not to be enchanted by this desert citadel. Beneath the ramparts, particularly to the north, the narrow streets of the old city conceal magnificent 
havelis, all carved from the same golden-honey sandstone as the fort – hence Jaisalmer’s designation as the Golden City. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Jodhpur 
Mighty Mehrangarh, the muscular fort that towers over the Blue City of Jodhpur, is a magnificent spectacle and an architectural masterpiece. 
Around Mehrangarh’s base, the old city, a jumble of Brahmin-blue cubes, stretches out to the 10km-long, 16th-century city wall. The Blue City 
really is blue! Inside is a tangle of winding, glittering, medieval streets, which never seem to lead where you expect them to, scented by incense, 
roses and sewers, with shops and bazaars selling everything from trumpets and temple decorations to snuff and saris. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Taj Mahal 
The symmetrical white-domed marble Taj Mahal is one of India’s and the world’s most recognized attractions. The UNESCO World Heritage 
burial complex was started in 1632 at the command the Mughal Emperor, Shah Jahan, in memory of his third wife, Mumtaz Mahal, who died 
giving birth in 1631. It took 21 years to build and displays Persian, Ottoman Turkish and Indian styles blended into what is considered the finest 
example of Mughal architecture. Entrance is through an impressive four-story gate of red sandstone decorated with Arabic calligraphy, floral 
motifs and semi-precious stones. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Agra Fort 
With the Taj Mahal overshadowing it, one can easily forget that Agra has one of the finest Mughal forts in India. Walking through courtyard 
after courtyard of this palatial red-sandstone and marble fortress, your amazement grows as the scale of what was built here begins to sink in. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Varanası 
This is one of the world's oldest continually inhabited cities, and one of the holiest in Hinduism. Pilgrims come to the ghats lining the Ganges to 
wash away sins in the sacred waters or to cremate their loved ones. It's a particularly auspicious place to die, since expiring here offers moksha 
(liberation from the cycle of rebirth). 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Udaıpur 
Beside shimmering Lake Pichola, with the ochre and purple ridges of the wooded Aravalli Hills stretching away in every direction, Udaipur has 
a romance of setting unmatched in Rajasthan and arguably in all India. Fantastical palaces, temples, havelis and countless narrow, crooked, 
timeless streets add the human counterpoint to the city’s natural charms. For the visitor there's the tranquillity of boat rides on the lake, the 
bustle and colour of ancient bazaars, a lively arts scene, the quaint old-world feel of its better hotels, endless tempting shops and some lovely 
countryside to explore on wheels, feet or horseback. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Lake Pıchola 
Limpid and large, Lake Pichola reflects the grey-blue mountains on its mirror-like surface. It was enlarged by Maharana Udai Singh II, 
following his foundation of the city, by flooding Picholi village, which gave the lake its name. The lake is now 4km long and 3km wide, but 
remains shallow and dries up completely during severe droughts. The City Palace complex, including the gardens at its southern end, extends 
nearly 1km along the lake’s eastern shore. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Shılpgram 
A crafts village west of Fateh Sagar, Shilpgram was inaugurated by Rajiv Gandhi in 1989. Set in dusty, rolling countryside, it’s contrived, but 
remains interesting. There are 26 traditional village houses from Rajasthan, Gujarat, Goa and Maharashtra, some with glittering mirrored 
interiors, and craft exhibits. Best, though, are the excellent demonstrations by traditional dancers and artisans, with groups ready to perform as 
you approach (you’ll be expected to proffer a tip if you stay to watch). 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Jagdısh Temple 
Reached by a steep, elephant-flanked flight of steps, 150m north of the City Palace’s Badi Pol, this busy Indo-Aryan temple was built by 
Maharana Jagat Singh in 1651. The wonderfully carved main structure enshrines a black stone image of Vishnu as Jagannath, Lord of the 
Universe. There’s also a brass image of the Garuda (Vishnu’s man-bird vehicle) in a shrine facing the main structure. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Sajjan Garh 
Perched on top of a distant hill like a fairy-tale castle, this melancholy, neglected late-19th-century palace was constructed by Maharana Sajjan 
Singh. Originally an astronomical centre, it became a monsoon palace and hunting lodge. Now government owned, it’s in a sadly dilapidated 
state, but visitors stream up here for the marvellous views, particularly at sunset. It’s 5km west of the old city as the crow flies, about 9km by 
the winding road. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Pushkar 
Pushkar has a magnetism all of its own – it’s quite unlike anywhere else in Rajasthan. It’s a prominent Hindu pilgrimage town and devout 
Hindus should visit at least once in their lifetime. The town curls around a holy lake, said to have appeared when Brahma dropped a lotus 
flower. It also has one of the world’s few Brahma temples. With 52 bathing ghats and 400 milky-blue temples, the town often hums with puja 
(prayers), generating an episodic soundtrack of chanting, drums and gongs, and devotional songs. 
The result is a muddle of religious and tourist scenes. The main street is one long bazaar, selling anything to tickle a traveller’s fancy, from 
hippy-chic tie-dye to didgeridoos. Despite the commercialism and banana pancakes, the town remains enchantingly small and authentically 
mystic. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Pushkar Camel Faır 
The Pushkar Camel Fair is undoubtedly one of the most vibrant festivals in India, and can be a true highlight, but please note the fair is based 
on the lunar calendar, so the fair dates can vary and it can be hard to confirm the exact festival dates. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Brahma Temple 
Pushkar’s most famous temple is the Brahma Temple, said to be one of the few such temples in the world as a result of a curse by Brahma’s 
consort, Saraswati. The temple is marked by a red spire, and over the entrance gateway is the hans (goose symbol) of Brahma. Inside, the floor 
and walls are engraved with dedications to the dead. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Jaıpur 
The city’s colourful, chaotic streets ebb and flow with a heady brew of old and new. Careering buses dodge dawdling camels, leisurely cycle-
rickshaws frustrate swarms of motorbikes, and everywhere buzzing autorickshaws watch for easy prey. In the midst of this mayhem, the 
splendours of Jaipur’s majestic past are islands of relative calm evoking a different pace and another world. 
At the city’s heart, the City Palace continues to house the former royal family; the Jantar Mantar, the royal observatory, maintains a heavenly 
aspect; and the honeycomb Hawa Mahal gazes on the bazaar below. And just out of sight, in the arid hill country surrounding the city, is the 
fairy-tale grandeur of Amber Fort, Jaipur’s star attraction. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Jaıpur’s Cıty Palace 
A complex of courtyards, gardens and buildings, the impressive City Palace is right in the centre of the Old City. The outer wall was built by Jai 
Singh II, but within it the palace has been enlarged and adapted over the centuries. There are palace buildings from different eras, some dating 
from the early 20th century. It is a striking blend of Rajasthani and Mughal architecture. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Hawa Mahal 
Located in Jaipur, the Hawa Mahal or the Palace of the Winds, is open from 10:00 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. daily. Built in 1799 by Maharaja Sawai 
Pratap Singh, the palace is one of India’s most photographed buildings for its five-story red and pink limestone façade designed to resemble the 
crown of the Hindu god Krishna. Its beautiful 953 latticework windows originally formed part of an ingenious air-conditioning system that gave 
the palace its name 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Abhanerı 
Abhaneri is home to one of Rajasthan's most spectacular step-wells. With around 11 visible levels (depending on groundwater level) of 
zigzagging steps, the 10th-century Chand Baori is an incredible geometric wonder. Flanking the well is a small crumbling palace, where royals 
used to picnic and bathe in private rooms (water was brought up by ox-power) 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Ganges 
Ganges, passing pilgrims bathing and praying along the colourful ghats. See dhobi-wallahs (washerwomen and men) drying clothes along the 
riverbank. Make sure you keep an eye out for the sinking Vishnu temple near the Manikarnika Ghat. Take a trip out to Sarnath, where Buddha 
gave his first speech after finding enlightenment. The Dhamekh Stupa dominates the landscape of this holy site. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Perıyar Wıldlıfe Sanctuary 
South India’s most popular wildlife sanctuary, Periyar, also called Thekkady, encompasses 777 sq km and a 26-sq-km artificial lake created by 
the British in 1895. The vast region is home to bison, sambar, wild boar, langur, 900 to 1000 elephants and 35 to 40 hard-to-spot tigers. It's 
firmly established on both the Indian and foreigner tourist trails and has a typical boat cruise that doesn't scream 'wildlife experience', but if you 
dig deeper and do a trek led by a tribal villager, the hills and jungle scenery make for a rewarding visit. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Maduraı 
Chennai may be the capital of Tamil Nadu, but Madurai claims its soul. Madurai is Tamil-born and Tamil-rooted, one of the oldest cities in 
India, a metropolis that traded with ancient Rome and was a great capital long before Chennai was even dreamed of. Tourists, Indian and 
foreign, come here for the celebrated Meenakshi Amman Temple, a dazzling maze-like structure ranking among India's greatest temples.  

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Mysuru (Mysore) 
The historic settlement of Mysuru (which changed its name from Mysore in 2014) is one of South India's most enchanting cities, famed for its 
glittering royal heritage and magnificent monuments and buildings. Its World Heritage–listed palace brings most travellers here, but Mysuru is 
also rich in tradition with a deeply atmospheric bazaar district littered with spice stores and incense stalls. Ashtanga yoga is another drawcard 
and there are several acclaimed schools which attract visitors from across the globe. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Amba Vılas Palace, Mysore 
Amba Vilas Palace is the official residence of the royal family of Mysore in southern India. Over 2.7 million people visit the palace each year to 
admire the opulent rooms and blended Hindu, Muslim, Gothic, and Rajput influenced Indo-Saracen architecture of the three-story stone 
building. There are sculptures, domes, a five-sided 145 foot tower, gardens, and twelve Hindu temples that were constructed sometime between 
the 14th century and 1953. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Ajanta Caves 
Located about 65 miles from Aurangabad, the UNESCO World Heritage Ajanta caves are considered one of the finest examples of Buddhist art 
and architecture. Cut from volcanic lava by monks during the 3rd century, the ceilings and walls of the 30 caves are decorated with sculptures 
and frescoes. The horse-shoe shaped rock wall of the gorge is set amongst lush jungle, which actually reclaimed the site until its rediscovery in 
1819. The caves are particularly beautiful during the monsoon season, when nearby waterfalls are in full flow. 

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Golconda Fort 
Towering 400 feet above the plains, the World Heritage Golconda Fort is an expansive complex of four forts with six miles of outer walls and 
87 bastions, some with cannons. Located just over six miles from Hyderabad, access to the royal apartments, villas, halls, and temples is via one 
of the four drawbridges and eight gateways. The ruined city was once the capital of Golkonda, an ancient kingdom that ruled the area from 
1518 to 1687.  

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Corbett Natıonal Park 
The Corbett National Park extends over an area of almost 130,000 acres at the foot of the Himalayas, boasting an enormous array of wildlife, 
including 655 species of animals, birds reptiles and countless trees. Tiger spotting is particularly popular, although the park also has the rare 
Himalayan black bears, sloth bears, kingfishers, fishing eagles, crocodiles, and pythons.  

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Khajuraho Temples 
A UNESCO World Heritage site constructed between 950 and 1050 AD by the Chandella dynasty, there are three clusters that make up the 
Hindu and Jainism based Khajuraho Temples, the Eastern, Western and Southern complexes. Only 20 of the temples remain from the original 
85, and feature delicately sculptured art, including erotic scenes. The Temple of Kandariya is particularly noted for its sculptures which are 
considered to be some of the greatest Indian masterpieces in the country.  

Major Attractıons ın Indıa 
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Indıan Cuısıne	  
Indian cuisine is hugely popular worldwide; featuring dishes that are heavily spiced. Tandoor refers both to marinated meat and the clay oven in which it is 
cooked and is a must-try in India. Meat and vegetable dishes are usually served with naan (a wheat flour flat bread), rice or lentils. The grain staple varies by 
region with* naan* being more common in the north and rice and lentils being more dominant in the south and east. 

Biryani, Momos, Chole bhature, Nethili varuval, Kati roll, Rajma, Pani puri, Tandoori chicken, Baingan bharta, Bhelpuri, Rogan josh, 
Gaajar halwa, samosas, Recheado masala fish, Papri chaat 


